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Introduction : Access control in IoT  

Smart Cities Smart 
Environment Smart Energy Smart 

Agriculture E-Health Retail Logistics Industrial 
Control 

Security and Privacy issues:  
 The more connected devices and data are  flowing over networks the more security concerns  

increase 
 Smart objects  may deal with personal and sensible data. 

 
                                                   Urgent need to control access to our   private data  

Main challenges : 
   constrained and low power devices  
   user- driven  protocols 
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 Internet of Things (IoT) represents a new paradigm where the barriers between the real and cyber realms are increasingly annihilated by turning out every day physical devices to smart objects  such as fridge, werables, glasses etc able to provide smart services. These services are bringing more opportunities in many domain application such as : Smart cities, smart environement, smart healthcare etc. but at the same time rising new challenges particularly in security and privacy since smart devices are dealing with very sensitive and private data, so there is an urgent need to control access over our private data. authentication and authorization issues have been intensively investigated through existing protocols for use cases outside constrained environments. However in constrained environments such IoT, those issues are still in their infancy and additional requirements hinder the use of various security protocols. In particular, the need arises for a dynamic and fine-grained access control mechanism, where users/resources are constrained.



OM-AM Model 
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Authorization involves the following phases: dening a security policy (set of rules),selecting an access control model to encapsulate the dened policy, implementing themodel and enforcing the access rules. Each phase requires specic tools to be deployed.Objectives: this layer serves as a referential background that all security and ac-cess control actions and measurements are based on. The main function of thislayer consist in dening an access control policy that denes the (high-level) rulesaccording to which access control must be regulated. This layer contains a variety140 of commonly needed functions: expression of needs by conducting a circumstantialstudy of the system to be secured and its environment, drawing the perimeter andthe scope to be targeted, conducting a Risk Assessment and identication of Secu-rity objectives etc. A whole arsenal of methodologies, methods and tools are usedin this layer like: Risk Assessment Methods, ISO/IEC 27002 and 27005. OTACE145 EBIOS, MAHARI, CRAMM, OWASP among others. Authorization Model: After dening the security requirement, objectives and scopesto be secured in the system, one of the major diculties lies in the interpretationof, often complex and sometimes ambiguous, real world security policies and intheir translation in well-dened and unambiguous rules enforceable by a computer150 system. Here, where the role of Authorization model layer comes to bridge thegap between high-level policies and low-level mechanisms by dening means of howauthorization rules should be applied to protect resources. Actually, an Autho-rization model is a formalism (often mathematical) for representing in a clear andunambiguous way the security policy. It helps to abstract it (i.e. reduce its com-155 plexity) and to facilitate its understanding. It can be used to verify that the policyis complete and consistent. Popular authorization models include Discretionarymodel DAC, Mandatory model MAC, RBAC and its extensions, Attribute-BasedAccess Control (ABAC) model [22], OrBAC model [23] and Usage Control (UCON)presented by [24][25] [26] among many others. Such models are dened mostly in160 terms of subjects and objects and possible interactions between them but there arealso other models that are based on dierent parameter like: trust, privacy, knowl-edge, and context. A model can also be hybrid and include more than one modelin order to tackle the more heterogeneous needs of an organization. Only after theaccess control model is chosen can the right technology and both authentication165 and access control mechanisms be selected and implemented. Architecture: this layer describes the entities, the workow and interactions be-tween them (centralized or decentralized). Given this set of entities, several autho-rization sequences can be dened for example: Push, Pull or Agent sequence [27].The most popular authorization architecture is published by an ISO standard for170 the access control framework ISO/IEC 10181-3 [28] that denes the main featuresof the reference monitor. According to that standard, a reference monitor consistsof two basic components: an access enforcement facility (AEF) or a policy enforce-ment point (PEP) and an access decision facility (ADF) or a policy decision point



IoT Security and privacy preserving objectives 
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So before reviewing existing proposed access solution in IoT, it is worthwhile as first step to extract IoT main security requirement.Actually, in order to build an adequate access control solution for IOT. It’s mandatory first to understand the nature of the system to be secured in order to extract properly its specific security requirement.We think, the main particularity of IoT  that it encompasses a variety of domain application ranging from smart home, smart cities, to smartGrid among many others.Then, we classify which domain application are we dealing with and the various devices that comprise each domain.To meet this end, we have categorized these applications to 3 categories.The first category is called : Personal and Home at the scale of individual and it includes  all applications  targeting home automation and healthcare, the second category is government and utilities at the scale of community nation and region such as smart cities application and services aiming to improve citizens stand lives while delivery cost to the government such as education public safety transportation, and smart building.The third category is enterprise and industry, also known as industrial internet of things (IIOT). We investigate smartgrid application to illustrate the security requirements of this category.WE noticed that in the first category, end user is considered as pivot element due to its high involvement, furthermore, devices in this category are more closed to user intimacy such as wearables and medical sensors.So access control solutions targeting this category are supposed to be more user centric meaning that have to give the end user a full and exclusive control over his devices in a transparent and privacy-preserving way.While the user involvement in  the other categories is less important than the first one and devices in those categories are more social to publicSo access control solution targeting those two categories are supposed to ensure high availability and confidentiality while usability and privacy is less concerned than the first category.However, the common security  requirement in all categories are flexibility, heterogeneity, lightweightness  and collaboration So from this analysis, we were able to extract 15 security requirement, those extracted  security requirement will serve later as qualitative criterion we use to evaluate reviewed access solutions in the literature.
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IoT domain application taxonomy and their security requirements.  
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So before reviewing existing proposed access solution in IoT, it is worthwhile as first step to extract IoT main security requirement.Actually, in order to build an adequate access control solution for IOT. It’s mandatory first to understand the nature of the system to be secured in order to extract properly its specific security requirement.We think, the main particularity of IoT  that it encompasses a variety of domain application ranging from smart home, smart cities, to smartGrid among many others.Then, we classify which domain application are we dealing with and the various devices that comprise each domain.To meet this end, we have categorized these applications to 3 categories.The first category is called : Personal and Home at the scale of individual and it includes  all applications  targeting home automation and healthcare, the second category is government and utilities at the scale of community nation and region such as smart cities application and services aiming to improve citizens stand lives while delivery cost to the government such as education public safety transportation, and smart building.The third category is enterprise and industry, also known as industrial internet of things (IIOT). We investigate smartgrid application to illustrate the security requirements of this category.WE noticed that in the first category, end user is considered as pivot element due to its high involvement, furthermore, devices in this category are more closed to user intimacy such as wearables and medical sensors.So access control solutions targeting this category are supposed to be more user centric meaning that have to give the end user a full and exclusive control over his devices in a transparent and privacy-preserving way.While the user involvement in  the other categories is less important than the first one and devices in those categories are more social to publicSo access control solution targeting those two categories are supposed to ensure high availability and confidentiality while usability and privacy is less concerned than the first category.However, the common security  requirement in all categories are flexibility, heterogeneity, lightweightness  and collaboration So from this analysis, we were able to extract 15 security requirement, those extracted  security requirement will serve later as qualitative criterion we use to evaluate reviewed access solutions in the literature.



Security requirements and device taxonomy of IoT applications domains 
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So before reviewing existing proposed access solution in IoT, it is worthwhile as first step to extract IoT main security requirement.Actually, in order to build an adequate access control solution for IOT. It’s mandatory first to understand the nature of the system to be secured in order to extract properly its specific security requirement.We think, the main particularity of IoT  that it encompasses a variety of domain application ranging from smart home, smart cities, to smartGrid among many others.Then, we classify which domain application are we dealing with and the various devices that comprise each domain.To meet this end, we have categorized these applications to 3 categories.The first category is called : Personal and Home at the scale of individual and it includes  all applications  targeting home automation and healthcare, the second category is government and utilities at the scale of community nation and region such as smart cities application and services aiming to improve citizens stand lives while delivery cost to the government such as education public safety transportation, and smart building.The third category is enterprise and industry, also known as industrial internet of things (IIOT). We investigate smartgrid application to illustrate the security requirements of this category.WE noticed that in the first category, end user is considered as pivot element due to its high involvement, furthermore, devices in this category are more closed to user intimacy such as wearables and medical sensors.So access control solutions targeting this category are supposed to be more user centric meaning that have to give the end user a full and exclusive control over his devices in a transparent and privacy-preserving way.While the user involvement in  the other categories is less important than the first one and devices in those categories are more social to publicSo access control solution targeting those two categories are supposed to ensure high availability and confidentiality while usability and privacy is less concerned than the first category.However, the common security  requirement in all categories are flexibility, heterogeneity, lightweightness  and collaboration So from this analysis, we were able to extract 15 security requirement, those extracted  security requirement will serve later as qualitative criterion we use to evaluate reviewed access solutions in the literature.



Access Control solutions 

Access control solutions in IoT 

Protocols& Frameworks 

MODELS 

XACML 

OAUTH 

J.EunKim [93] 

L.Seitz [94] 

Dominique et al. [104] 

P.Fremantle [105] [106] 
 

RBAC 

ABAC 

Gozhang et al. [48] 

J.Jindou et al. [51] 

Ye et al.[57] 

UMA 

CAPBAC 

UCON 

ORBAC 

CCAAC [68] [69]  

 IACAC [67] 

Dcapbac [73] [74] 
 

G.Zhang et al. [60] 

Abou El Kalam et al. 

IoT-OAS  [108] [110] 
 

 DCAF [75] 

IETF OAuth BT [123] 

IETFOAuth CC [124] 

IETFOAuth INTRO [125] 

IETF OAuth&UMA [132] 

S.Gusmeroli et al.[70] 

OTHERS 

SENSEI [111]  
Billing model 

privileged model 

TacIOT [77] 
 

[52] 

[54] 

FTBAC [86] 
 

SECKIT [87] 
 

UMA WOT [116] 
 

[117] 
 

A PROPOSED TAXONOMY  OF ACCESS CONTROL SOLUTIONS IN  IOT LITERATURE 
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In our work, we have surveyed 30 works that present the majority of  academics esearch and commercial solutions proposed in the filed of access control in IOT CONDUCTED OVER THE RECENT YEARS ( 2010- 2016)We proposed the following taxonomy, as depicted in the picture, where each solution is categorized withing the access control  model/ protocol it is based on.During, our survey we have found access control solution that are based on RBAC and solution that are based on ABAC 4 others based on CAPBAC, one based on UCON, one based on OrBAC, others based on other model such as trust BAC or billing model in the SENSEI projectIn the other side, we have also survyed solution based on recents access control protocols and frameworks such as XACML, OAUTH and UMA.Afterword,  we have conducted a qualitative evaluation of all surveyed solutions based on the 15 already specified security requirements.
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A qualitative evaluation of the  main access control solutions proposed in the literature based on the specified 
requirements  
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J. Jindou, Q. Xiaofeng, C. Cheng, Access Control Method for Web of Things Based on Role 
and SNS, in: 2012 IEEE 12th Int. Conf. Comput. Inf. Technol., IEEE, 2012, pp. 316{321.  
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Our qualitative evaluation  is summerized in the following table.We  will consider the following work as example to show how we evaluate each work regarding its sufficiency to each requirement in this example, authors proposed the use of RBAC model integrated with SNS such as Facebook to uild an access control for IOTThe use of SNS  puts forward this work to be characterized  with very high sufficiency level regardig usability and user driven requirement. Actually, the use of SNS enable users to configure in a friendly way ac policy over his devicesFurthermore,  in thit work, authors has adopted teh web of things appraoch using web services mechanims; this technology of web services charaterize this solution with a medium level of scalability , heterogenity and interoperability.However, other security requirement were not considered.In the same way, we have evaluated all proposed access control solution in the letarature regarding their sufficiency to each requirement.



A quanlitative evaluation through Combos schemes 
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In order to make our evaluation more representative We have exracted from the previous table a quanatitve evaluation based on combos schemes that show in a very representative way how each solution meets each security requirement



PROS AND CONS OF ACCESS CONTROL STANDARDS FROM AN IOT PERSPECTIVE 

RBAC  Pros  Cons  
  Least privilege  Interoperability  

  separation of administration 
function 

Critical scalability  

Role explosion  

    Critical  granularity 

    Limited dynamicity 

    Not User –driven  

ABAC / XACML pros Cons  

Fine grained  Complexity  

More scalable Not User-driven 
  

More flexible   

More interoperable    

support of delegation   

  Do not support Revocation  

UCON  PROS  CONS 

  High dynamicity  No functionality for administration  

  Mutability  No delegation  

  Fine-grained  Complexity  

  Flexible  Not User -driven  

  Scalable    

CapBAC  Pros  Cons  

  Flexibility  Coarse-grained  

  Distributed  Do not take context into consideration  

  Simplicity  Problem of Propagation  

  User-driven   

  Support Revocation    

  Support Delegation    

  Usability    

OAuth  Pros  Cons  
  Flexibility  Coarse grained 
  Lightweight  Not user-driven 

 
  Scalability  Lack of robust Security 
  Widely adopted  Lack of secure implementation 

  Simplicity  Lack of implementation interoperability 

  Revocation  Heavy implementation in SP’ side 

  Do not support least privilege principle 

  Identity interoperability  Concentrate identity on central  hub  

UMA PROS CONS 

  User-driven New ( has not yet a stable version) 

  Support claim-based access control   

  Off line mode   

  Externalization of authorization   
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On the light of our analysis we have extracted the pros and cons of the five categories from an IoT PERSPECTIVE as follow:We have noticed that solutions based on RBAC have the folowing pros and cons ( read in the table)While solutions based capbac have the following pros and cons …..Etc



  
  

Challenge 1: 
using existing access control mechanism 

vs 
come up with new ones 

Adaptability approach Reboot approach 

Pros : 
• Exploit already existing and long 

experience. 
• Saving time 

Cons 
• Complex solutions 
• Do not fit with IoT requrirements 

  
Pros: 

• Fit the new IoT business model 
• Comply with the principle of privacy 

by design 
• Built with IoT requirements in mind 

Cons: 
• Need time to be built 
• Need trust to be investigated, 

developed and adopted 

  
Challenge 2: 

 centralized access control management 
VS 

Distributed access control management 

Centralized approach Distributed approach 
Pros: 

• Possibility to reuse existing 
mechanism since the central point is 
not constrained 

• Ease to manage access control 
policies 

Cons: 
• End to end security is dropped 
• Single point of failure 
• User is not involved in access control 

over his own data 
• Trust foreign entities 

Pros: 
• Ensure privacy 
• Less expensive in cost 
• Offline mode 
• No need to trust any third part 

Cons: 
• Fine-grained access control logic not 

supported  by constrained devices 
• Difficulty to manage and update 

access control policies embedded in 
device side 

Access control challenges in IoT 
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From the previous state of the art, the major emerging challenges related to accesscontrol can be deduced from two fundamental questions: 1) Will existing access control technologies and standards still be used in IoT or will they just need to be adapted to the constrained environment imposed by IoT? Do we need to come up with new access  control mechanisms with IoT specific requirements in mind? 2) Is it more effective to exploit a centralized, distributed or a hybrid approach in order to manage access control in scalable IoT architecture? Adaptability approach:  Recently, numerous eorts have emerged in this direction, and several IETF Working Groups are focused on the adaptation of existing Internet protocols that have been developed in i) the building blocks of the Internet of Things (e.g. sensor networks, ad hoc networks) and ii) other paradigms closely related to the Internet of Things (e.g. ambient intelligence, pervasive computing). In fact, some security mechanisms, such as Key Management, have beensuccessfully adapted to certain IoT scenarios . In this approach, the answer to IOT security is to not re-invent the access management experience. The patterns and protocols, which are now available to protect Web resources, should be carried over to IOT. Actually, adapting existing techniques to resource constrained devices, rather than developing new approaches towards the wider IoT requirements, will save time and let developers focus on service logic rather than on security andauthorization issues.The reboot approach: The reboot approach consists in designing and developing new technologies specic to IoT requirements and needs based on the following aspects: 1) Typical security and access control standards are built around a single logical server and multiple clients. As a consequence, access control is often donewithin the server side application, once the client has been authenticated. IoT reverses this paradigm by having many devices serving as servers and possibly  many clients, taking part in the same application. More importantly, servers are significantly resource-constrained, which results in the minimization of the server side functionality. Subsequently, access control becomes a distributed problem, especially when taking into account the recent efforts of decoupling the sensor network infrastructure from applications [129] [130].2) IoT has new specific Business model and characteristics and absolutely differ from usual computing platforms. Therefore, adopting existing access control solutions will only lead to complex, expensive and less adoptable solution. 3) After Snowden scandal, trust in the Internet is over. Building IoT solutions with centralized and collaborative systemcomposed of trusted stockholders is now something of a fantasy. Most access control solutions today enable centralized authorities (e.g. governments or service providers such as Facebook or Google for example) to gain access and control devices by gathering and analyzing user data.The centralized approach consists of relieving smart device from the burden of handling a vast amount of access control-related information by outsourcing these functionalities to a back-end server or gateway which is responsible for security tasks.This approach presents many advantages:Possibility to reuse existing technologies: Indeed, since the backend or the gateway which is responsible for access control is not a constrained device, it is possible to reuse traditional and current access control models, security standard technologies and protocols. But in this case, objects are treated as dumb devices, which is in contradiction with the essence of IoT that consists of bringing smartness to the edge of the network.Ease to manage access control policies:   authentication and access control policies are easier to manage in centralized IoT architectures; all access control policies are stored and managed within a single central entity. Therefore, data providers do not need to implement any kind of access control logic; they will send all their data to those whom they trust. As flip side of this approach, both data providers and information consumers must fully trust the central entity.Several drawbacks arise with the real deployment of the centralized approach. They are summarized as follows:End to end security:  the inclusion of a central entity prevents end-to-end security to be achieved. Single point of failure:   due to the fact that a single entity stores and manages all the data from a set of devices, any vulnerability might compromise a vast amount of sensitive information and even cause disastrous obstruction to the whole system.User is not involved in access control over his own data: When access control logics is located in the cloud or in a central entity, they have a full control over the hosted resources. As a result, user control can be weakenedExpensive management: managing all IoT devices in a centralized way would be too expensive in the long term. IoT devices are envisioned as low-cost, low-maintenance devices that should run for years and even decades [140]. Trust foreign entities:    Delegating the authorization logic to an external service requires a strong trust relationship between the delegated entity and the device. Moreover, all communications between them must be secured and mutually authenticated, so that the delegated entity security level is at least as high as if the authorization logic were implemented internallyThe concept of a distributed IoT is a promising approach to release IoT [142] [143] [144].As devices increase their computational capacity, there are more opportunities to bring intelligence on the devices themselves. The development of autonomous, decentralized architectures and the location of intelligence mainly security and access control logics at the very edge of the networks are issues that need to be addressed. Actually, this approach presents the following advantages:Data management and privacy:  Distributed approach brings noteworthy impact in this domain. Actually, with the edge intelligence principle, users have more control over the granularity of the data they produce as they are more enabled to define their own access control policies. Cost: it is less expensive than providing a cloud back end for each connected smart object; especially those that might need a connection for a decade.User involvement in security mechanisms configuration: as more as the intelligence is located in the endpoints of the network. User-centric networks are emerging increasingly in IoT. Subsequently, end-users are getting more empowered to create and manage their own access control policies. Thus the user-driven feature is a must for an access control model to fit IoT needs. However, as side effect of this approach, end-user are not expected to be experts to use security mechanisms. A simple mistake or a misconfiguration can lead to huge breaches in their privacy. For this reason, access control, mainly within the decentralized approach, have to be enough usable for ordinary people. Otherwise People cannot individually protect their IOT device in their house and would be obliged, in some cases, to remedy to centralized access control management.Offline mode: in on-site intelligence approach, the core functionality continues even if the connection is lost.Support of trust: Trust could be supported in a better way with the decentralized approach than the centralized one because policies can be defined at the edge of the networks and there will be no need to introduce any central entity.Cons of decentralized approach Complex security mechanism: a distributed IoT needs to implement various distributed mechanisms to manage and enforce these policies, which is not evident. Access control logics not supported by constrained devices:  implementing an authorization mechanism on the device’s side is more complicated. It requires intensive and computational capabilities which is not available, especially in devices belonging to class A and B defined in section 2.Difficulties to manage and update access control policies:   if the access control logics reside in the device localy. It would be highly onerous if not impossible, to remotely and dynamically update them. Especially, when these devices are placed in unreachable or hardly attended location. As an example, in Fastprk1 by World sensing [145]; a smart parking systems, where devices may be embedded directly in the asphalt. By reviewing the advanced analysis, we can conclude that no approach is better than the other. All of them have various advantages and disadvantages. We can conclude that both approaches (centralized and distributed) can complement each other. 
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The nature and the complexity of IoT environment is opening interesting discussions about how the authorization and access control mechanisms can be applied to this context. Based on the above literature review of the current access control models,  and the latest innovations in IoT in general and access control in particular, key future research directions are identified as follows:smartness shift from the center to the edge of the network: device-driven democracyIoT needs a new access control framework suitable for the distributed nature of IoT, where power and intelligence is no more exclusively located in the center of the network. But it is spreaded to the edge. In this model, users control their own privacy and rather than being controlled by a centralized authority. Devices are the master; the role of the cloud changes from a controller to that of a peer service provider (i.e. what IBM refers to as   “new and flat devices democracy” where Devices and the cloud become equal citizens). This “shift” will require researchers to fundamentally rethink security mechanisms, by mainly building access control models and protocols with more privacy and autonomy. Decentralized authorization and access control in trustless network like Bitcoin and Blockchain The Decentralization and openness of Bitcoin protocol [165], which has no single point of trust or failure can lead to a whole wave of IoT innovations. We list below use cases exploring blockchain technologies in security and IoT field:DOAuth (decentralized OAuth): to avoid OAuth concentrating identity to trust hubs (like Facebook, Google, etc.), authors propose decentralizing identity and authorizations to trustless networks (like Bitcoin and Blockchain). The presentation was recorded at the 2014 Platform Summit in Stockholm, Nordic APIs second annual conference.�Adept protocol [167]: IBM has spearheaded   in CES 2015 the proof of concept of a new protocol called ADEPT which is a promising technology idea that combined Ethereum’s[146] blockchain-based decentralized platform and programming language with BitTorrent and some code called Telehash to create an entirely new framework for building software for the internet of things. Conceiving an access control model for the described framework would be a worthwhile project.  Security on chip ( hardware level)We recognize that the IoT may provide an opportunity for hardware-based security thanks to the fast evolution towards a more powerful computing and memory in tiny device. Most hardware vendors and even software ones had realized that they need to have security solution in a chipset level. They have already started designing their hardware with security in mind. We list as example the most relevant innovation in this direction:Vault project: On the second day of Google’s annual conference for developers, the company has announced Project Vault. It looks at the thorny issue of encryption and security of mobile data. Vault consists of a micro SD card that contains all the elements to encrypt data or real-time communications on any device. The card works autonomously. It introduces new ways to communicate securely and authenticate without the need for entering passwords. There is no doubt that this kind of engine will make the implementation of complex access control model in the constrained device side a reality. Access control shield: building an access control shield by implementing OAuth protocol as example on IoT devices like Arduino, Raspberry Pi, Beagelbone, etc. would be an interesting project. Security through transparencyCurrent security models based on closed source approaches (often described as “security through obscurity”) are obsolete and must be replaced by a newer approach – security through transparency. For this, a shift to open source is required. And while open source systems may still be vulnerable to accidents and exploitable weaknesses, they are less susceptible to /government and other targeted intrusion, for which home automation, connected cars and the plethora of other connected devices present plenty of opportunities.vcffffffffffff                  



Goal 
a balance solution that solves the defined  dilemma of : 
decentralized approach (possibility to reuse alredy exsiting access 
control technologies with  No need to trust any third )  
 

& 
centralized approach (end user transparency and anonimity , 
contextual access control decisons taken by smart devices) 
 

FairAccess : using  blockchain 
technology as access control 

infrastructure 
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The goal of this work is to introduce FairAcces  as a balance solution that solves the delimma of decentralized approach by giving the possibility to reuse existing access control solution without the need to trust ay third party.AND THE CENTRALIZED APPRACH ENSURING  a transparent access control solution where end user is able to have full control over the access to his private data or devices and smart devices participates in making context aware access control decisions.FairAccess manage access control on behalf on constrained devices using the blockchain technology.



Why   blockchain technology  as solution to face access 
control issues in IoT ? 
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Now we answer to the evantual question why we have chosen the blockchain technology to face arising  access control challenges in IOT



Traditional Trusted Third Party  
 system 

Decentralised  and trustless 
system 

• Enables parties to directly 
transfer a digital currency 
(Bitcoins) without a TTP (i.e., 
banks).! 
• Instead, a network of untrusted 
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Actually, we noticed a big analogy between our defined problem and the one defined in Current digital economy that is based on the reliance on a certain trusted authority. Our all online transactions rely on trusting someone to tell us the truth—it can be an email service provider telling us that our email has been delivered; it can be a certification authority telling us that a certain digital certificate is trustworthy; or it can be a social network such as Facebook telling us that our posts regarding our life events have been shared only with our friends or it can be a bank telling us that our money has been delivered reliably to our dear ones in a remote country. The fact is that we live our life precariously in the digital world by relying on a third entity for the security and privacy of our digital assets. The fact remains that these third party sources can be hacked, manipulated or compromised. This is where the blockchain technology comes handy. It has the potential to revolutionize the digital world by enabling a distributed consensuss where each and every online transaction, past and present, involving digital assets can be verified at any time in the future. It does this without compromising the privacy of the digital assets and parties involved. The distributed consensus and anonymity are two important characteristics of blockchain technology. Bitcoin was only  the first  application of blockchain, recently more domain application adopting the blockchain technology are arising under the name of  Cryptocurrency 2.0Thse domain including :voting systems; banking, web domain, IOT and more opportunities are coming In October 2015, the 1st Global Blockchain Summit  was held in Shanghai. Geeks, entrepreneurs, academic experts, investors, corporate executives, and regulatory policy makers gathered and discussed the business applications and opportunities of blockchain technology in industry, such as Payment, Internet of Things, securities trading, digital assets management. Over 200 guests from the financial industry, including banking, payments, securities and commodities attended the summit
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So what is the blockchain in  a nutshell:Blockchain could be simply described as a  distributed  and shared database  that records all transactions or digital event that have been ever executed and shared among participant parties.It relies on crypthographic protocols to ensure secure authenticated and verifiable transactionsBitcoin has no central authority, yet somehowe very full node has a complete copy of a public ledger that it can trust as the authoritative record. The blockchain is not created by a central authority, but is assembled independently  by every node in the network. Somehow, every node in the network, acting on information transmitted across insecure network connections, can arrive at the same conclusion and assemble a copy of the same public ledger as everyone elseThe blockchain main invention is the decentralized mechanism for emergent consensus. Emergent, because consensus is not achieved explicitly—there is no election or fixed moment when consensus occurs. Instead, consensus is an emergent artifact of the asynchronous interaction of thousands of independent nodes, all following simple rules. All the properties of bitcoin, including currency, transactions, payments, and the security model that does not depend on central authority or trust, derive from this invention.And the final important component in blockchain technology is SmartContract which are conditions written in a scripting language embedded and executed with transcations.It’s time to introduces FairAccess 
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In our proposed framework, in order to fulfill the P&SP objectives, we will use the following mechanisms: In FairAccess, we use, Bitcoin-like addresses: to identify all interacting entities. Smart contract to express fine-grained and contextual access control policies enveloped inside transactions. We opt for authorization tokens as access control model distributed by the blockchain. We use blockchain firstly to ensure evaluating and enforcing access policies and secondly to ensure token integrity and detect token double spending. The detail of each mechanism is described below: 



FairAccess: building blocks 
  
• Ownership and identification in FairAccess is established through digital 

keys, bitcoin-like addresses, and digital signatures.  
 
 
• Keys enable many of the interesting properties of FairAccess including: 
1.  Thing to thing interaction  
2. Pseudonymity and Unlikability (no real-world name or identifying 

information are required ) 
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Identification enabling pseudonymous thing to thing interaction: as state in [20], the Identity of Things is a growing outcome of the Internet of Things. FairAccess identity establishment method meet this requirement. Actually, in FairAccess, users either a Resource Owner or a Requester and their resources are identified through cryptographic identities, called addresses.A private key A.sk is a number, picked at random. From the private key, an elliptic curve multiplication and a one-way cryptographic function is used to generate a public key A.pk From the public key A.pk, a one-way cryptographic hash function H is used to generate an address. The private key is used to create signatures that are required to prove ownership of a resource An address is basically the hash of an ECDSA public key and a user in possession of the corresponding private key is said to own the address. We believe, this identity establishment model will have strong impact on IoT for these reasons: Bitcoin-like addresses can be assigned to all IoT resources either persons or devices alike. Fridges, houses and lamps can have a Bitcoin-like address, effectively enabling a thing to thing communication, furthermore transactions can be carried out equally well by machines and humans enabling direct machine-to-machine interaction. The use of pseudonymous Bitcoin-like addresses that are publicly verifiable yet unlinkable to user identities enables privacy-preserving access control achievement since no real-world name or identifying information are required [7]. 
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𝑇𝑥=(𝑚,𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑟𝑟(𝑚))    𝑤ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑒  

𝑚= (𝐼𝐷𝑥,𝑠𝑛𝑝𝑢𝑡 ( 𝑟𝑠),𝑜𝑢𝑡𝑝𝑢𝑡(𝑟𝑞,𝜋𝑥,𝑇𝐾𝑁𝑟𝑠,𝑟𝑞)  
 

• IDx  The index of the current transaction Tx where x = H (Tx) , H is a 
hash function   

• rs  The address of requested resource.   
• rq  The address of the requester who is the receiver of the current 

transaction   
• πx  Locking script (access control policies written in scripting 

language)   
• 𝑇𝐾𝑁𝑟𝑞,𝑟𝑠  Encrypted "access token associated to couple (rs,rq).  
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A transaction records the transfer of a value (altcoin) from some input address to output addresses. Transactions are generated by the sender and distributed amongst the peers in the network. Transactions are only valid once they have been accepted into the public history of transactions, the blockchain. In FairAcess we do not transfer bitcoin but rather authorization token, unlike bitcoin financial transactions, in FairAccess  we introduce new transcations that are :Grant, get,allow, and update/revocke ACCESS Generally, a transcation is in the following form: 𝑇𝑥=(𝑚, 𝑠𝑖𝑔 𝑟𝑠 (𝑚))   A transcation is composed with a body we refer here by m, and a signature with the private key of its sender over m denoted  𝑠𝑖𝑔 𝑟𝑠 (𝑚)Then m is composed with an identifier of the transcation which is the hach of the transcation An input contains the address of the senderAn output contains : 1 𝑟𝑞: the address of the receiver                                   2 𝑇𝐾𝑁𝑟𝑠: the value ( authorization token in our case)                                  3  𝜋𝑥: the condition ( or locking script) under which the value could be transferred from the sender to the receiver 



FairAccess: building blocks 
 Fine grained access control policies : 
A policy is a set of rules and conditions (based on a specific 
context or attribute, etc) that a requester entity has to fulfill in 
order to obtain the Access Token and gets access to the specific 
resource.  
This rules could be expressed by any access control model but 
must be transformed to a script language considered as locking 
script placed on the output of a transaction.  
 
• scripting languages : Multisig, pay to public key  
• Smart contract: ethereum programming language  ( turning 

complete language) 
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we use smart contract to express access control policies that represents the conditions that a requester have to fulfill in order to obtain an authorization token.The use of scripts to lock outputs and unlock inputs means that through use of the programming language, transactions can contain an infinite number of conditions. This enables our framework to express fine grained access control policies. Actually, a policy is a set of rules and conditions (based on a specific context or attribute, etc) that a requester entity has to fulfill in order to obtain the Access Token and gets access to the specific resource. This rules could be expressed by any access control model but must be transformed to a script language considered as locking script placed on the output of a transaction. Fortunately, new blockchain protocols are being developed including full Turing completeness capability, allowing anyone to write smart contracts and decentralized applications with their own arbitrary rules for ownership, transaction formats and state transition functions [21]. The use of those advanced language such as Etherum, will certainly enable our FairAccess framework to express fine-grained context-aware access control policies. We believe that Smart contracts are a promising emergent field to express, granular, contextual and contractual access control model in general and in IoT in particular. 
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The blockchain : 
• Database or policy retrieval point ( PRP) (access control 

policies= SmartContracts). 
• logging databases ( auditing functions).  
• Detecting token reuse (double spending detection mechanism) 
• Lightweight 
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The block chain is a database that stores all processed transactions and Smart contract in chronological order shared by all users or nodes participating. We assume this memory to be tamperproof under the same adversarial model used in Bitcoin and other cryptocurrencies. The block chain technology provides everyone with a working proof of a decentralized trust. FairAccess provides several useful mechanisms using the blockchain. In fact, policy retrieval point, where all access control policies for each pair (resource, requester) , are stored in form of transactions, it serves also as logging databases that ensures auditing functions. Furthermore, it prevents forgery of token through transactions integrity checks and detects token reuse through the double spending detection mechanism Finaly, enforcing access control policies by the blockchain relive IoT  constrained devices from the burden of handling heavy authorization functions and at the sale time mitigate the need for outsourcing those functionalities to a trsuted partyActualy devices only need to easly verify the validity of the authorization token securely held in he blockchain The workflow of FairAccess could be described as follow:
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this access control policy 
 to a SmartContract 
 𝑃𝑂𝐿𝐼𝐶𝑌𝑟𝑠,𝑟𝑞 →𝜋𝑥  
 

3. The wallet generates a 
GrantAccess Transaction 
in the following form:  
𝑇𝑥=(𝑚,𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑟𝑠(𝑚)) 𝑤ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑒 
𝑚= (𝐼𝐷𝑥,𝑓𝑟𝑜𝑚 ( 𝑟𝑠),𝑡𝑜( 𝜋
𝑥)  

4. Each node verifies the transaction within the transaction 
validation process.  

Phase 1: reload access control policy in form of smart contract to the blockchain trough: Grant access transaction  
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The resource owner identifies his resources by addresses generated by his wallets, then, publishes his resources addresses while keeping their corresponding private keys confidential to himself. In particular, each resource is preloaded with an address prior to network deployment. In addition, we assume that each requester can get an authentic copy of addresses, e.g., from the network owner’s website or other means. In addition, we consider that he requester have sent a request access to the RO. 1. The RO defines for the couple (Resource, Requester) an access control policy 𝑃𝑂𝐿𝐼𝐶𝑌𝑟𝑠,𝑟𝑞 2. The wallet transforms this access control policy to a SmartContract 𝑃𝑂𝐿𝐼𝐶𝑌𝑟𝑠,𝑟𝑞 →𝜋𝑥 3. The wallet generates a GrantAccess Transaction in the following form: 𝑇𝑥=(𝑚,𝑠𝑖𝑔𝑟𝑠(𝑚)) 𝑤ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑒 𝑚= (𝐼𝐷𝑥,𝑓𝑟𝑜𝑚 ( 𝑟𝑠),𝑡𝑜( 𝜋𝑥) 5. Each node verifies the transaction within the transaction validation process. 6. If the transaction is valid the access control policy is recorded in the blockchain in form of SmartContract. Else, the transaction will be rejected. At the end of this phase, if the transaction appears in the blockchain, it means that the network witnesses that the Resource owner had entitled the requester to access that resource but the requester could not access yet till he unlocks the access condition by successfully executing the SmartContract and get the access token 𝑇𝐾𝑁𝑟𝑞,𝑟𝑠 To do so, the requester has to prove to the network that he fulfills really the access conditions in a new transaction called GetAccess transaction which is the objective of the second phase. 
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In this phase, the device A will create a new transaction, that we call a GetAccess transaction. The GetAccess transaction is send to the SmartContract to get the token and access to a service being hosted on the device B. The sequence of GetAccess transactions can be shown as follows: 1. The requester device sends a request access 2. The target device redirects the requester to the address of The SmartContract to get the token 3. The wallet gets the SmartContract address 𝜋𝑥 4. The requester fulfills access control condition placed in 𝜋𝑥 and generates an unlocking data considered as input to the SmartContract. 𝑀𝑒𝑒𝑡𝐴𝑐𝑐𝑒𝑠𝑠𝐶𝑜𝑛𝑡𝑟𝑜𝑙𝑃𝑜𝑙𝑖𝑐𝑦( 𝜋𝑥𝑥)→ 𝜓 5. The wallet generates a GetAccess transaction type in the following form: 𝑇𝑥= (𝐼𝐷𝑥,𝑓𝑟𝑜𝑚 ( 𝑟𝑞,𝜓),𝑡𝑜 (𝜋𝑥) 6. The wallet broadcasts the transaction to the network 7. The network nodes verify and validate the transaction if it was valid it will be included in the blockchain else it will be rejected and a notification is sent to its sender. 8. Once the transaction appears in the blockchain. It means the network witnesses that the requester has full filled the access condition (execution of the SmartContract) then the SmartContract will generates and delivers an access token to the requester in another transaction called AllowAccessTransaction When device A tries to access to device B. This later can check whether the token is valid or not by checking the signature and referring to the blockchain. Finally, since the device have the final say, it can check the current context, like for instance the temperature level, before allowing device A to access its resource. If all those conditions are fulfilled, the request is accepted and the service is provided to the device A. 
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Hence we have shown how access control could be achieved using the blockchain technology Through this work we have presented a novel authorization framework that providesPseudonymity and Unlikability: The use of pseudonymous Bitcoin-like addresses that are publicly verifiable yet unlinkable to user identities enables privacy-preserving access control achievement since no real-world name or identifying information are required. Lightweight: Actually, enforcing access control policies by the blockchain relieves IoT constrained devices from the burden of handling a vast amount of access control-related information and at the same time mitigate the need for outsourcing these functionalities to a trusted powerful entity. In fact, devices only need to easily verify the validity of the access token securely held on the blockchain. Moreover, using digital keys as identification and authentication at once reduces communication cost, since no further authentication mechanisms are required to get the token. Only signatures are sufficient. User driven & transparency: In FairAccess, user is the only one who is responsible to define a granular access control policies over his own data. Distributed nature and the lack of a central authority: Each node in the network shares his data with others nodes directly, without the intervention of any third or trusted entity Fine-granularity: we argue that FairAccess is generic and not restricted to the use of any specific access control model. Actually, the use of smart contact enables Fair Access to implement an expressive and granular access control policies, expressed by any access control model as soon as this model could be transcoded to a script language. dentification enabling pseudonymous thing to thing interaction: as state in [10], the Identity of Things is a growing outcome of the Internet of Things. FairAccess identity establishment method meet this requirement. Actually, in FairAccess, users either a Resource Owner or a Requester and their resources are identified through cryptographic identities, called addresses. An address is basically the hash of an ECDSA public key and a user in possession of the corresponding private key is said to own the address. We believe, this identity establishment model will have strong impact on IoT for these reasons: Bitcoin-like addresses can be assigned to all IoT resources either persons or devices alike. Fridges, houses and lamps can have a Bitcoin-like address, effectively enabling a thing to thing communication, furthermore transactions can be carried out equally well by machines and humans enabling direct machine-to-machine interaction. However some issue need to be further discussed such as :Realtime: Bitcoin automatically adjusts the difficulty of its computational puzzle so that solutions are found (on average) ten minutes apart. A block is considered as permanently added to the blockchain after about 6 new blocks have been mined on top of it, for a confirmation latency of 60 minutes on average this high transaction confirmation latency limits Bitcoin’s suitability for real-time transactions. In this direction, many efforts have been conducted to provide secure transaction in less than a minute such as [3] that enables clients to confirm transactions, without risk of reversal or double-spending, within 30 seconds of issuance and [25] where transactions are less than 1 kB and take under 6 ms to verify. Double spending problem in constrained devices: In IoT context, not all nodes have the ability to store the full blockchain. Many nodes are designed to run on space- and power-constrained devices. For such devices, a simplified payment verification (SPV) method is used to allow them to operate without storing the full blockchain. The SVP which is a centralized token double spending process. SPV nodes cannot construct a full picture of all the UTXOs that are available for spending because they do not know about all the transactions on the network. SPV nodes verify transactions using a slightly different methodology that relies on peers to provide partial views of relevant parts of the blockchain on demand. As a result an SPV node cannot definitely prove that a transaction exists but cannot verify that a transaction, such as a double-spend of the same UTXO, does not exist because it does not have a record of all transactions. This vulnerability can be used in a denial-of-service attack or for a token forgery or token reuse attack against SPV nodes. To defend against this, an SPV node needs to connect randomly to several nodes, to increase the probability that it is in contact with at least one honest node. This need to randomly connect means that SPV nodes also are vulnerable to network partitioning attacks or Sybil attacks, where they are connected to fake nodes or fake networks and do not have access to honest nodes or even a real blockchain network. To mitigate this problem, we propose the use a User/Device behavior as measure of trust and reputation (UNIS) as it will be described in next section. The transparent and public aspect of blockchain: The Transparent nature of blockchain may initially appear to be at odds with privacy; this is indeed a valid concern however there are some solutions to reconcile the two, we cite below some of many possible examples . Secure MultyParty Computetion (sMPC) [35]: allows data to be used while its privacy is still guaranteed. Therefore, a program could be evaluated while the inputs are kept secret MIT’s enigma project [17] instantiate this idea. Authors propose to split data into shares (e.g., using Shamir’s Secret Sharing [36]), rather than encrypting them, then they could use secure Multiparty Computation (MPC) to securely evaluate any function including SmartContract. Succinct Non-interactive ARguments of Knowledge (SNARKs) [32], [33], [34]: Zero-knowledge proofs allow a user to construct a mathematical proof that a given program, when executed on some (possibly hidden) input known by the user, has a particular (publicly known) output, without revealing any other information. A recent work called ‘HAWK’ introduced in [36] proposes a framework for building privacy-preserving smart contracts using SNARKs. Hawk implements contracts as auctions: each auction receives bids from the users and the auctioneer (also called the manager) closes the auction at some point. In their model, all bids are visible to the public. The auctioneer is assumed to be semi-trusted. Hawk supports financial fairness by punishing bad behaviors. Private Blockchain solution: In a private chain, we can control all nodes as well as access to those nodes. Then, we can encrypt the data in a way that makes it unreadable to the outside world. Mijin is one example of how private blockchains will work 
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Hence we have shown how access control could be achieved using the blockchain technology Through this work we have presented a novel authorization framework that providesPseudonymity and Unlikability: The use of pseudonymous Bitcoin-like addresses that are publicly verifiable yet unlinkable to user identities enables privacy-preserving access control achievement since no real-world name or identifying information are required. Lightweight: Actually, enforcing access control policies by the blockchain relieves IoT constrained devices from the burden of handling a vast amount of access control-related information and at the same time mitigate the need for outsourcing these functionalities to a trusted powerful entity. In fact, devices only need to easily verify the validity of the access token securely held on the blockchain. Moreover, using digital keys as identification and authentication at once reduces communication cost, since no further authentication mechanisms are required to get the token. Only signatures are sufficient. User driven & transparency: In FairAccess, user is the only one who is responsible to define a granular access control policies over his own data. Distributed nature and the lack of a central authority: Each node in the network shares his data with others nodes directly, without the intervention of any third or trusted entity Fine-granularity: we argue that FairAccess is generic and not restricted to the use of any specific access control model. Actually, the use of smart contact enables Fair Access to implement an expressive and granular access control policies, expressed by any access control model as soon as this model could be transcoded to a script language. dentification enabling pseudonymous thing to thing interaction: as state in [10], the Identity of Things is a growing outcome of the Internet of Things. FairAccess identity establishment method meet this requirement. Actually, in FairAccess, users either a Resource Owner or a Requester and their resources are identified through cryptographic identities, called addresses. An address is basically the hash of an ECDSA public key and a user in possession of the corresponding private key is said to own the address. We believe, this identity establishment model will have strong impact on IoT for these reasons: Bitcoin-like addresses can be assigned to all IoT resources either persons or devices alike. Fridges, houses and lamps can have a Bitcoin-like address, effectively enabling a thing to thing communication, furthermore transactions can be carried out equally well by machines and humans enabling direct machine-to-machine interaction. However some issue need to be further discussed such as :Realtime: Bitcoin automatically adjusts the difficulty of its computational puzzle so that solutions are found (on average) ten minutes apart. A block is considered as permanently added to the blockchain after about 6 new blocks have been mined on top of it, for a confirmation latency of 60 minutes on average this high transaction confirmation latency limits Bitcoin’s suitability for real-time transactions. In this direction, many efforts have been conducted to provide secure transaction in less than a minute such as [3] that enables clients to confirm transactions, without risk of reversal or double-spending, within 30 seconds of issuance and [25] where transactions are less than 1 kB and take under 6 ms to verify. Double spending problem in constrained devices: In IoT context, not all nodes have the ability to store the full blockchain. Many nodes are designed to run on space- and power-constrained devices. For such devices, a simplified payment verification (SPV) method is used to allow them to operate without storing the full blockchain. The SVP which is a centralized token double spending process. SPV nodes cannot construct a full picture of all the UTXOs that are available for spending because they do not know about all the transactions on the network. SPV nodes verify transactions using a slightly different methodology that relies on peers to provide partial views of relevant parts of the blockchain on demand. As a result an SPV node cannot definitely prove that a transaction exists but cannot verify that a transaction, such as a double-spend of the same UTXO, does not exist because it does not have a record of all transactions. This vulnerability can be used in a denial-of-service attack or for a token forgery or token reuse attack against SPV nodes. To defend against this, an SPV node needs to connect randomly to several nodes, to increase the probability that it is in contact with at least one honest node. This need to randomly connect means that SPV nodes also are vulnerable to network partitioning attacks or Sybil attacks, where they are connected to fake nodes or fake networks and do not have access to honest nodes or even a real blockchain network. To mitigate this problem, we propose the use a User/Device behavior as measure of trust and reputation (UNIS) as it will be described in next section. The transparent and public aspect of blockchain: The Transparent nature of blockchain may initially appear to be at odds with privacy; this is indeed a valid concern however there are some solutions to reconcile the two, we cite below some of many possible examples . Secure MultyParty Computetion (sMPC) [35]: allows data to be used while its privacy is still guaranteed. Therefore, a program could be evaluated while the inputs are kept secret MIT’s enigma project [17] instantiate this idea. Authors propose to split data into shares (e.g., using Shamir’s Secret Sharing [36]), rather than encrypting them, then they could use secure Multiparty Computation (MPC) to securely evaluate any function including SmartContract. Succinct Non-interactive ARguments of Knowledge (SNARKs) [32], [33], [34]: Zero-knowledge proofs allow a user to construct a mathematical proof that a given program, when executed on some (possibly hidden) input known by the user, has a particular (publicly known) output, without revealing any other information. A recent work called ‘HAWK’ introduced in [36] proposes a framework for building privacy-preserving smart contracts using SNARKs. Hawk implements contracts as auctions: each auction receives bids from the users and the auctioneer (also called the manager) closes the auction at some point. In their model, all bids are visible to the public. The auctioneer is assumed to be semi-trusted. Hawk supports financial fairness by punishing bad behaviors. Private Blockchain solution: In a private chain, we can control all nodes as well as access to those nodes. Then, we can encrypt the data in a way that makes it unreadable to the outside world. Mijin is one example of how private blockchains will work 
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